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ABSTRACT

We explored Dutch listeners’ perception of Korean three-way contrast of fortis, lenis, and aspirated stops. The three Korean stops are all voiceless word-initially, whereas Dutch distinguishes between voiced and voiceless stops, so Korean voiceless stops were expected to be difficult for the Dutch listeners. Among the three Korean stops, fortis stops are phonetically most similar to Dutch voiceless stops, thus they were expected to be the easiest to distinguish for the Dutch listeners. Dutch and Korean listeners carried out a discrimination task using three crucial comparisons, i.e., fortis-lenis, fortis-aspirated, and lenis-aspirated stops. Results showed that discrimination between lenis and aspirated stops was the most difficult among the three comparisons for both Dutch and Korean listeners. As expected, Dutch listeners distinguished fortis from the other stops relatively accurately. It seems likely that Dutch listeners relied heavily on VOT but less on F0 when discriminating between the three Korean stops.
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1. Introduction

In the present study, we investigate how native listeners of Dutch perceive the Korean three-way contrast of fortis, lenis, and aspirated stops on bilabial, alveolar, and velar places of articulation.

The Korean fortis, lenis, and aspirated stop consonants are all voiceless in word-initial position, and these stops differ mainly in terms of voice onset time (VOT) and fundamental frequency (F0) on vowels following the stops. Regarding VOT, it has been typically reported that fortis stops are unaspirated with shortest VOT (approximately 20 ms on average), lenis stops slightly aspirated with medium VOT (70 ms), and aspirated stops are strongly aspirated with longest VOT (120 ms) (Cho, Jun, & Ladefoged, 2002). More recent studies, on the other hand, demonstrated that VOT values for the aspirated stops decreased for young Korean speakers (born after the late 1970s) (Kang & Guion, 2008; Silva, 2006), so that VOT differences between the aspirated and lenis stops became considerably smaller for young speakers (70 ms), compared to older speakers (94 ms) (Silva, 2006). In short, VOT values are likely to be distinctively short for the fortis stops, but those for the lenis and aspirated stops are likely to overlap (especially for a young generation). Regarding F0, it has been consistently shown that the F0 is lowest for the lenis stops, intermediate for the fortis, and highest for the aspirated stops (Cho et al., 2002; Kang & Guion, 2008; Silva, 2006).

Unlike the Korean three-way contrast, Dutch exhibits a two-way laryngeal contrast among stops (on bilabial and alveolar places of articulation, and only voiceless stops exist on velar place of articulation) (Gussenhoven, 1999). While the Korean stops are all voiceless word-initially, Dutch distinguishes voiced and voiceless stops; specifically, Dutch distinguishes stops with negative VOT (i.e., prevoiced stops) against stops with short-lag VOT of about 25 ms (i.e., voiceless, unaspirated stops). For Dutch listeners, prevoicing is a strong primary cue for the voicing contrast, and F0 is a secondary acoustic cue only for the bilabial place of articulation (van Alphen & Smits, 2004).
Given the fact that Korean has three voiceless stop categories (fortis, lenis, and aspirated stops) while Dutch has only one, the Korean three-way stop should be difficult for Dutch listeners. Broersma (2010) showed that this is indeed the case. In the study, native listeners of Dutch were asked to identify the Korean fortis, lenis, and aspirated stops with a forced-choice identification task. The results showed that their performance was substantially less accurate than that for native listeners of Korean, with percentages of correct responses ranging from 55 to 79% (here, chance level of 50%). In the present study, we again explore the perception of the Korean three-way stop by native Dutch listeners now using a different task, a discrimination task. It has been suggested that phoneme identification and discrimination tasks require different perception processes. Although it is so far not clear what exactly the two tasks measure, several studies have demonstrated that they sometimes yielded different results, and that a correlation between the identification and discrimination results was relatively weak (Broersma, Dediu, & Choi, 2013; Gerrits & Schouten, 2004; Sadakata & McQueen, 2013). Thus, the question investigated here is whether the Dutch listeners also have difficulties in the perception of the Korean stops when a discrimination task is used.

There are some studies investigating the perception of the Korean three-way contrast by non-native listeners of other languages rather than Dutch, such as English and Mandarin listeners. English and Mandarin are aspiration languages, where stops with short-lag VOT (i.e., voiceless, unaspirated stops) contrast against stops with long-lag VOT (i.e., voiceless, aspirated stops), and thus aspiration is a primary phonetic cue for the stop contrast. The studies have shown that the aspiration languages’ listeners (English and Mandarin listeners) mainly used VOT to perceive the Korean three-way contrast as they do for their native language (Holliday, 2014; Kwon, 2013). Unlike English and Mandarin, however, Dutch is a true voice language, such that (as described above) it distinguishes between prevoiced stops and voiceless unaspirated stops, and prevoicing is the primary phonetic cue for the contrast. Based on the fact that a primary cue for the native stop contrasts differs between the aspiration and the true voice languages, the perception of the Korean stop contrast may be different for Dutch listeners than for the English and Mandarin listeners. Further, while the aspiration languages (e.g., English and Mandarin) have two categories for voiceless stops in their phonological system, there is only one voiceless stop category in Dutch. Thus, the perception of the Korean three-way voiceless stop may be more difficult for Dutch listeners than for English and Mandarin listeners.

Among the three Korean stops, the fortis stops are phonetically most similar to Dutch voiceless stops. Thus, Dutch listeners are expected to distinguish Korean fortis stops more easily from lenis and aspirated stops than the latter two from each other (Best, 1994; Best & Tyler, 2007). We explore whether this is indeed the case. To that end, native listeners of Dutch carried out a discrimination task with three critical comparison types: fortis vs. lenis, fortis vs. aspirated, and lenis vs. aspirated. Further, in order to see whether certain comparison type(s) is intrinsically more difficult than the others (that is, acoustic cues are relatively weaker for certain comparisons than for another) regardless of the Dutch phonology system, native listeners of Korean also carried out the discrimination task. Their results were compared with those for the Dutch listeners.

2. Method

2.1 Participants

Twenty-nine native Dutch participants (16 female, 13 male, \(M_{\text{age}} = 32.03\) years, range: 19-47 years) and 25 native Korean participants (14 female, 11 male, \(M_{\text{age}} = 29.56\) years, range: 27-37 years) took part in the present study. The Dutch participants had not learnt Korean. None reported any hearing loss, uncorrected visual loss, or reading disability. All participants received a monetary reward for their participation.

2.2 Materials

The crucial contrast was the Korean three-way stop contrast, of fortis, lenis, and aspirated stops. There were three sets of stimuli: the first for bilabial stops \([p^*, p, p^3]\), the second for alveolar stops \([t^*, t, t^\prime]\), and the third for velar stops \([k^*, k, k^3]\). All sets contrasted fortis, lenis, and aspirated manner of articulation.

For each of the three sets, three minimal triplets of consonant-vowel-consonant-vowel (CVCV) Korean pseudowords were created (see \(<\text{Table 1}>>\). Within each triplet, items varied only in word-initial fortis, lenis, and aspirated stops. The initial syllables consisted of the crucial stops followed by the vowels \([a], [i], \text{ or } [u]\). The final syllables were always \([ni]\). A female native speaker of standard South Korean (22 years old) recorded multiple tokens of all 27 items (i.e., nine triplets). Four tokens of each item were selected for the test (with a total
of 108 tokens). The items were recorded in a soundproof booth with a Sennheiser microphone at a sampling rate of 44 kHz. The tokens were excised from the recording with the speech editor PRAAT (Boersma, 2001).

In each set, 36 tokens were used four times to form 72 pairs: 36 pairs in the Same condition, and 36 pairs in the Different condition. Of the pairs in the Different condition, 18 were experimental pairs that differed in the crucial stop contrast; the other 18 pairs were filler pairs that differed in the vowels in the first syllable. For the 18 Different experimental pairs, each consonant type was paired with every other consonant type (i.e., fortis-lenis, fortis-aspirated, lenis-aspirated) in both orders three times. For the 18 Different filler pairs, similarly, each first vowel was paired with every other first vowel (i.e., [a]-[i], [a]-[u], [i]-[u]) in both orders three times. The pairs in the Same condition always consisted of two different tokens of the same item, i.e., the same token was never repeated within a pair. All items and tokens occurred in the first and second position of a pair an equal number of times.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1. Minimal triplets</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Place of articulation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bilabial</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alveolar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Velar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.2.1 Acoustic properties of stimuli

For the selected 108 tokens, VOT of the target stops and F0 on the vowels following the stops were measured.

As shown in <Figure 1>, VOT was shortest for the fortis stops, longest for the aspirated, and in between for the lenis stops, on three places of articulation alike. An Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) was carried out with variables Place of articulation (bilabial, alveolar, velar) and Manner of articulation (fortis, lenis, aspirated). Indeed, there was a significant main effect of Manner of articulation, $F(2, 22) = 214.828, p < .05, \eta^2_p = .951$, such that VOT was shortest for the fortis, intermediate for the lenis, and longest for the aspirated stop ($p < .001$), consistent with previous studies (Cho et al., 2002; Choi, 2002). There was also a significant main effect of Place of articulation, $F(2, 22) = 14.144, p < .05, \eta^2_p = .563$, so that the VOT of the velar stop was significantly longer than that of the alveolar and bilabial stop ($p < .001$), whereas there was no significant difference between the alveolar and bilabial stop, in line with previous studies (Cho et al., 2002; Choi, 2002). An interaction between Place of articulation and Manner of articulation was significant, $F(4, 44) = 2.778, p < .05, \eta^2_p = .202$; as can be seen in <Figure 1>, the interaction stemmed from the fact that the VOT difference was significant for all comparisons except for lenis vs. aspirated on alveolar place of articulation ($p < .05$). Finally, it is worthy to note that in line with recent studies (Kang & Guion, 2008; Silva, 2006), VOT difference between the aspirated and lenis stop was small, such that the difference was only 7.8 ms on average for the bilabial, 2.8 ms for the alveolar, and 9.0 ms for the velar stops.

Next, as in VOT, similar ANOVA was carried out with F0 values. There was a significant main effect of Manner of articulation, $F(2, 22) = 205.200, p < .05, \eta^2_p = .949$; in line with previous studies (Cho et al., 2002; Choi, 2002; Kang & Guion, 2008), F0 was lowest for the lenis, intermediate for the fortis, and highest for the aspirated stops ($p < .001$). Also, there was an interaction between Place of articulation and Manner of articulation, $F(4, 44) = 4.820, p < .05, \eta^2_p = .305$. The interaction was mainly due to the fact that the F0 difference was significant for all comparisons ($p < .05$), whereas fortis vs. lenis comparison on velar place of articulation just missed the significance ($p = .055$).
2.3 Procedure

A discrimination task was used. The test consisted of three blocks. Those three blocks tested the contrasts at alveolar, bilabial and velar place of articulation, respectively, in that order for all participants. Each block started with a written instruction, followed by eight practice trials, a break during which participants could ask questions, and the main test phase.

Participants were informed that they would hear two non-words. They were asked to determine whether the two non-words were the same or different. Each trial started with a fixation mark on the computer screen for 400 ms, followed by a 400 ms delay, auditory presentation of the first stimulus, an interstimulus interval (ISI) of 500 ms, and auditory presentation of the second stimulus. Participants pressed one of two keys on the computer keyboard to give their response: “H” if they thought that the two words were the same, or “A” if they thought that the two words were different. There was no time-out for responses. For all participants, in each test session, all 72 pairs were presented, in a random order.

The eight practice trials were identical to the test trials except that feedback was given after each practice trial. The practice trials contained stimuli that were used during the test, but that were paired differently. Presentation software (from the 14 series, Neurobehavioral Systems Inc.) was used for constructing and running the experiment.

3. Results

First, using the results from all experimental pairs (i.e., for the Same pairs and the Different experimental pairs together), the Dutch participants’ performance is compared with that for the Korean participants. Second, using the results from the Different experimental pairs only, we explore how participants perceive the differences between fortis vs. lenis, fortis vs. aspirated, and lenis vs. aspirated stop comparisons, and how the Dutch and Korean groups differ in it.

3.1 Overall sensitivity

<Table 2> shows the native Dutch participants’ and the native Korean participants’ overall percentage of correct responses for all experimental pairs (i.e., the Same pairs and the Different experimental pairs together). As the table shows, the Dutch participants scored much less than the Korean participants who performed almost perfect.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>% correct</th>
<th>Dutch participants</th>
<th>Korean participants</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>78.65 (1.05)</td>
<td>95.68 (0.41)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As a measure of perceptual sensitivity, $d’$ (d-prime) values were used as dependent variable (McNicol, 1972). $d$ was calculated for each participant, test, and place of articulation separately, using the Same and Different experimental pairs (see <Table 3>). When ‘Hits’ or ‘False alarms’ were either 0.00 or 1.00, those values were substituted by 0.01 and 0.99, respectively (Macmillan & Creelman, 1991). Responses with reaction times (RTs) longer than 5,000 ms (293, 1.0% of all responses) were considered as outliers and excluded from analysis.

The two groups are compared. ANOVA on $d$ was carried out across participants with the variables Place of articulation (bilabial, alveolar, velar), and Group (Dutch, Korean). Indeed, as <Table 3> already suggests, there was a significant main effect of Group, $F(2, 51) = 111.287$, $p < .05$, $\eta^2 = .814$, with no interactions. In short, not surprisingly, the native Korean listeners’ perceptual sensitivity is significantly higher than that for the native Dutch listeners.
Table 3. $d'$ (and standard error) for alveolar, bilabial, and velar targets, separately for Dutch participants and Korean participants. (Higher values of $d'$ indicate greater sensitivity.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Dutch participants</th>
<th>Korean participants</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bilabial</td>
<td>1.57 (0.06)</td>
<td>3.94 (0.06)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alveolar</td>
<td>1.61 (0.11)</td>
<td>3.59 (0.07)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Velar</td>
<td>1.57 (0.11)</td>
<td>3.39 (0.09)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall</td>
<td>1.54 (0.09)</td>
<td>3.55 (0.10)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.2 Comparison types

To investigate how participants perceive the differences between fortis vs. lenis, fortis vs. aspirated, and lenis vs. aspirated stop comparisons, and how the Dutch and Korean groups differ in it, additional analyses were done with the Different experimental pairs only. Therefore, proportions of correct responses for the Different experimental pairs were used as the dependent variable. Again, responses with RTs longer than 5,000 ms (105, 1.0% of all responses) were excluded from analysis.

As expected, the Korean participants outperformed the Dutch participants. As <Figure 3> and <Table 4> show, for both groups alike, percentage of correct responses was lower for the lenis-aspirated comparisons than for the other two types of comparisons (fortis-lenis and fortis-aspirated). For the lenis-aspirated pairs, the Dutch participants were most accurate for the velars, and most inaccurate for alveolars; the Korean participants were more accurate for the bilabials than for the alveolars and velars.

ANOVA was carried out across participants with the variables Place of articulation (bilabial, alveolar, velar), Comparison type (fortis-lenis, fortis-aspirated, lenis-aspirated), and Group (Dutch, Korean). As expected, the Korean participants performed significantly better than the Dutch participants, $F(1, 52) = 67.343, p < .05, \eta_p^2 = .644$. Importantly, there was a significant main effect of Comparison type, $F(2, 104) = 45.272, p < .05, \eta_p^2 = .465$, and a three-way interaction among Place of articulation, Comparison type, and Group, $F(4, 208) = 3.340, p < .05, \eta_p^2 = .06$.

Table 4. Percentage correct (and standard error) for Fortis-Lenis, Fortis-Aspirated and Lenis-Aspirated comparisons across all three places of articulation, separately for Dutch and Korean participants.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Dutch participants</th>
<th>Korean participants</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fortis-Lenis</td>
<td>65.0 (4.8)</td>
<td>99.6 (0.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fortis-Aspirated</td>
<td>64.5 (4.8)</td>
<td>99.6 (0.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lenis-Aspirated</td>
<td>40.0 (4.7)</td>
<td>80.4 (3.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall</td>
<td>56.5 (4.0)</td>
<td>93.1 (1.5)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Follow-up analyses confirmed that the lenis-aspirated pairs received significantly fewer correct responses than the other two comparison types, for both groups alike (fortis-lenis vs. lenis-aspirated for Dutch: $F(1, 28) = 30.375, p < .05, \eta_p^2 = .520$; fortis-aspirated vs. lenis-aspirated for Dutch: $F(1, 28) = 20.225, p < .05, \eta_p^2 = .419$; fortis-lenis vs. lenis-aspirated for Korean: $F(1, 24) = 38.703, p < .05, \eta_p^2 = .617$; fortis-aspirated vs. lenis-aspirated for Korean: $F(1, 24) = 39.733, p < .05, \eta_p^2 = .623$), whereas there was no difference between the fortis-lenis and the fortis-aspirated pairs.

To investigate further the three-way interaction, six separate ANOVAs were undertaken with the variable Place of articulation (bilabial, alveolar, velar), separately for each comparison pair and for each participant group. Results showed that there was a
significant main effect of Place of articulation with the lenis-aspirated pairs for the Korean participants and a definite trend toward significance for the Dutch participants (for Korean participants: $F(2, 48) = 4.688$, $p < .05$, $\eta^2_p = .163$; for the Dutch participants: $F(2, 56) = 2.770$, $p = .07$, $\eta^2_p = .09$): For the Korean participants, accuracy was significantly better for the bilabials than for the alveolars and velars ($p < .05$), whereas for the Dutch participants, accuracy was significantly better for the velars than for the alveolars ($p < .05$). Interpretation of the results will be discussed in the Discussion section.

Next, the two groups were compared at each place of articulation for each comparison type: 9 $t$-tests were carried out (3 places of articulation * 3 comparison types), using Bonferroni correction. All the comparisons showed significant effects (Bonferroni corrected $p < .05$), confirming that the native Korean participants performed better than the Dutch participants in all the comparisons.

In short, these analyses show that fortis consonants were easier to distinguish from the lenis and aspirated consonants than the other two from each other, both for the Dutch and Korean participants, and for all places of articulation alike. Second, for the lenis versus aspirated stops, the Dutch participants’ discrimination accuracy was the worst for the alveolar place of articulation.

4. Discussion

In the present study, we explored how native listeners of Dutch perceive the Korean three-way contrast of fortis, lenis, and aspirated stops, and we compared the results of the Dutch listeners to those for native listeners of Korean. The Dutch and Korean participants carried out a discrimination task with three critical comparison types, i.e., fortis-lenis, fortis-aspirated, and lenis-aspirated. The most important finds are summarized below.

First, the results showed that, not surprisingly, the Korean participants outperformed the Dutch participants for all comparison types.

Second, both the Korean and Dutch listeners showed a similar pattern for the comparison types, such that the lenis-aspirated comparison was the most difficult to distinguish while the fortis-lenis and fortis-aspirated comparisons were relatively easy. That is, the Korean fortis stops were more easily distinguishable from lenis and aspirated stops than the latter two from each other, for all groups alike. For the Dutch participants, this is probably explained by the similarities/differences between Korean and Dutch phonology. Fortis stops could be expected to be easiest to distinguish for Dutch listeners because they are most similar to Dutch stops (namely voiceless stops) in terms of VOT.

Given the fact that fortis stops are most similar to Dutch stops, the Perceptual Assimilation Model (Best, 1994; Best & Tyler, 2007) would predict the fortis stops to be the easiest to discriminate for native listeners of Dutch.

However, another possible explanation (and, given the results of the Korean participants, a more likely one) could be that the lenis-aspirated contrast is intrinsically more difficult than the other two contrasts. All participants had difficulty discriminating the lenis from the aspirated stops. The Dutch participants scored below chance level (i.e., 50%), and the Korean participants had only 80.4% correct for the lenis-aspirated pairs, whereas their performance was almost flawless for the fortis-lenis (99.6%) and the fortis-aspirated comparisons (99.6%). The worst performance on the lenis-aspirated pairs was also demonstrated in Broersma (2010) in that both Dutch and Korean listeners performed worst on identification of the lenis vs. aspirated stops. Taken together, it suggests that the acoustic cues (possibly including VOT, see section 2.2.1) distinguishing between lenis and aspirated stops are relatively weak, making it a relatively difficult distinction even for native listeners of Korean.

Our results also suggest that the Dutch listeners might have used F0 cue for the discrimination to some extent but not very effectively. <Figure 2> showed that the difference in F0 was maximized for the lenis-aspirated pairs comparing to the other comparisons, suggesting that F0 is probably the most reliable acoustic cue for the lenis-aspirated distinction. However, the Dutch participants performed worst for the distinction and even performed lowered than a chance level. Thus, it seems likely that the participants did not effectively use the F0 cue for the discrimination.

Next, for the lenis-aspirated pairs, the Dutch participants were most inaccurate for the alveolar place of articulation. This may be due to the small difference in VOT between the lenis and aspirated alveolar stops. As shown in <Figure 1>, VOT made clear distinctions for all comparison types at all places of articulation, except for the lenis vs. aspirated alveolar stops, where some VOT values for the lenis alveolar stops overlapped with those for the aspirated alveolar stops. Thus, it seems likely that such small VOT difference made the discrimination of the lenis vs. aspirated alveolar stops difficult for the Dutch listeners.

Overall, the present study showed that the Dutch listeners may rely heavily on VOT but less on F0. The pattern of cue
weighting is similar to that for native English listeners (Kwon, 2013). Importantly, however, the pattern of discrimination accuracy differs between the two studies; the lenis-aspirated pairs received the lowest accuracy in the present study, while the fortis-lenis pairs received the lowest accuracy in another (Kwon, 2013). This discrepancy is possibly caused by different acoustic properties for stimuli used in experiments. Thus, it seems crucial for future studies to provide acoustic characteristics for stimuli along with experimental results.
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